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10 reasons for aleo

Positive classification range
As one of the first manufacturers of the world, aleo solar offers in the market only pv modules with 
positive classification range. This means that the actual output of the modules is higher than the nominal 
one (0/+4,99 Wp per module).

High Efficiency
Due to high quality components and their best combination, innovative production technologies and perfect 
processing in every detail, we prove our worth for almost ten years to customers and partners worldwide. 
290 Watt module in 0.99 m x 1.66 m dimensions with 17,6 % efficiency.

Temperature coefficient
Even at higher temperatures, the high quality cells result in a high output power as documented 
by the temperature coefficient of -0,43 [%/K]. 

Electrical data
The requirements we have for our products never changed, aleo modules are synonymous to ultimate 
performance and highest quality: our prove, the 20 A max. reverse current of the modules and the < 2 % 
reduction of STC efficiency at low-light performance is a particularly good result.

Hot spots protection
The internal safety diodes prevent the loss of production due to shadows and protect the modules 
from damages created by overheating (hot spot phenomenon).

High endurance
The specialized hardened EVA membrane, the polymer back sheet and the robust aluminum frame 
protect perfectly the module at any climate condition.

Tested quality
Our modules meet all the product, resistance and durability requirements. Approved by independent 
inspection certification bodies meet the requirements of protection class II and fire class resistance C. 
Also aleo modules are certified according to international standards IEC/EN 61215 & IEC/EN 61730.

Top rated in tests
The quality of aleo modules is regularly confirmed by independent institutes and are top marked in assess-
ment tests by consumer magazines.

Product and power guarantee
All aleo modules are offered with a ten year product warrantee which is eight years higher than the 
mandatory by law. Even after 25 years, aleo customers can feel safe that the modules will still produce 
at least 80 % of their initial nominal output.

aleo services
With a unique and dynamic presence, aleo solar offers multi level services in partners and investors. 
Our love for our job creates a safety and confident environment. Marketing services, financial solutions, 
technical and after sales support characterize aleo solar team as the most worthy value of our company. 

Contact: aleo solar | Osterstrasse 15 | 26122 Oldenburg | Germany | www.aleo-solar.com
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